Establishment of Breast Phyllodes Tumor Cell Lines Preserving the Features of Phyllodes Tumors
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Abstract

Breast phyllodes tumors (PTs) are biphasic, with epithelial and stromal components. Although the PT incidence is low (approximately 1% of all breast tumors), its clinical outcomes are unpredictable, and malignant PTs often progress rapidly. No effective treatment is currently available, thus resulting in a high mortality rate from malignant PTs. PT cell lines must be established to facilitate the study of PTs. Herein, we established six PT cell lines through continuous passage or cell immortalization. We characterized these PT cell lines through in vitro functional assays, malignant PT marker detection and short tandem repeat identification. Benign PT cell lines (SYSH-BPT-01 and SYSH-BPT-02) were transfected with human papillomavirus 16 E6/E7, and two malignant PT cell lines (SYSH-MPT-01 and SYSH-MPT-02) were transfected with Simian virus 40 large T antigen. Two malignant PT cell lines (SYSH-MPT-03 and SYSH-MPT-04) were established through continuous passage. All malignant PT cell lines showed greater proliferation, colony formation, migration, invasion and collagen contraction ability than the benign PT cell lines. Moreover, the expression levels of malignant PT markers (α-smooth muscle actin and fibroblast activation protein) and short tandem repeat identification indicated that each PT cell line was identical to the parental primary cells. We successfully established PT cell lines that preserved the features of primary cells. These cell lines may serve as ideal experimental models for studying the function of breast PTs, thus opening new possibilities for PT drug screening and therapeutic target validation.
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Introduction

Breast phyllodes tumors (PTs) are fibroepithelial tumors accounting for approximately 1% of all breast tumors [1]. The World Health Organization classifies PTs into benign, borderline or malignant, on the basis of stromal cellularity, stromal atypia, stromal overgrowth, mitotic activity and tumor-border characteristics [2]. The clinical outcomes of PTs are difficult to predict, local relapse is frequent, and distant metastasis may occur. The current approach to prevent recurrence and metastasis is surgical resection with a wide margin, given that adjuvant chemotherapy or radiotherapy is ineffective against PTs [2, 3]. However, even with wide surgical resection, PTs remain prone to recurrence. The recurrence rates of benign, borderline and malignant PTs have been reported to be 3.4%–20.8%, 14.1%–41.7% and 42.3%–65%, respectively [4–6]. Furthermore, recurrent PTs progress toward more malignant phenotypes [7]. Of note, patients with malignant PTs may have distant metastasis and may die within short time periods [8–10]. The metastasis rate is 21%–43.1% [11, 12], and the 5-year overall survival is 61%–66.1% for patients with malignant PTs [13, 14]. In our clinical experience, some patients with malignant PTs experience frequent recurrence and distant metastasis even after receiving radiotherapy and chemotherapy. The shortest interval of recurrence that we observed was only 3 weeks, thus placing great psychological and economic pressure on patients [15]. However, owing to the low incidence of PTs, few studies have focused on PT pathological mechanisms and therapeutic targets. Moreover, a lack of PT cell lines further limits research on PTs. Our previous research on the malignant progression of PTs [12, 16, 17] has relied...
on PT primary cells (PTPCs), whose acquisition and culture are time consuming and difficult. Therefore, we sought to establish PT cell lines.

Cell lines generally refer to cells that can be successively passaged in vitro. Cell lines that cannot be passaged continuously are called finite cell lines, whereas those that can be passaged continuously and proliferate infinitely are called cell lines that cannot be passaged continuously and proliferate infinitely are called finite cell lines, whereas those that can be passaged continuously and proliferate infinitely are called continuous cell lines [18]. Cell immortalization is a method to obtain continuous cell lines [19, 20]. Human papillomavirus 16 E6/E7 (HPV-16 E6/E7) and simian virus 40 large T antigen (SV40-T) are commonly used viral genes for immortalization [21–23]. HPV-16 E6/E7 has successfully immortalized preadipocytes [24], keratinized epithelium [25] and mesenchymal stem cells [26]. SV40-T has successfully immortalized mesenchymal cells [27], fibroblasts [28] and endothelial cells [29]. The growth of benign PTPCs usually decreases after ten passages; among malignant PTPCs, half can be infinitely passaged (to more than 50 passages), whereas the other half shows a decline in proliferation rate after 15 passages [16]. Therefore, transfecting benign or malignant PTPCs with immortalized virus genes may help establish immortalized cell lines.

In this study, we successfully established two benign PT cell lines (SYSH-BPT-01 and SYSH-BPT-02) and four malignant PT cell lines (SYSH-MPT-01, SYSH-MPT-02, SYSH-MPT-03 and SYSH-MPT-04) through continuous passage or cell immortalization. We verified the functions and features of these PT cell lines through conducting proliferation, colony formation, migration, invasion and collagen contraction assays; detecting the expression levels of α-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA) and fibroblast activation protein (FAP); and performing short tandem repeat (STR) identification. PT cell lines stably preserved the features of parental PTPCs and thus may serve as ideal models for studying the biological functions of PTs in vitro. These cell lines may enable consistent and repeatable experimental results to be obtained in future PT research.

Materials and methods

Patients and tissue samples

Breast PT tissues were obtained from two patients with benign PT and four patients with malignant PT treated at the Breast Tumor Center, Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hospital, Sun Yat-sen University (Guangzhou, China). Informed consent was obtained from all patients.

Isolation and culture of PTPCs

PTPCs were isolated from fresh breast PT tissues under aseptic conditions. Adipose tissues and necrotic tissues were removed, and the tissues were minced into a paste comprising 1–2 mm pieces. The minced tissues were transferred to a 50 mL centrifuge tube with 1 mg/mL collagenase III (LS004182, Worthington) and digested at 37°C for 1.5–2 h. The cell suspension was filtered through a 70 μm cell strainer, and the filtrate was collected and centrifuged at 2000 rcf for 10 min to obtain cell precipitate. PTPCs were cultured in DMEM/F12 (C11330500BT, GIBCO) containing 15% fetal bovine serum (10270106, GIBCO), 20 ng/mL epidermal growth factor (AF-100-15, PeproTech), 0.5 mg/mL hydrocortisone (B1951, APEXBio) and 10 μg/mL insulin (I-1882, Sigma). The culture medium was routinely replaced every 2–3 days. All PTPCs were tested for mycoplasma, and the results were negative.

Proliferation and colony formation assays

In cell proliferation assays, 2000 cells were seeded into 96-well plates. CCK8 reagent (K1018, APEXBio) was added and then incubated at 37°C for 2 h, and the OD values were detected at 450 nm. In colony formation assays, 100 cells were seeded into six-well plates. After 10-day culture, the cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and stained with crystal violet, and the colonies were counted.

Cell migration and invasion assays

For migration assays, 2×10⁴ cells were seeded into Transwell inserts (upper chambers) (353097, Corning) containing serum-free culture medium, whereas the lower chambers contained complete medium. After 24 h culture, the upper chambers were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and stained with crystal violet. For invasion assays, the upper chambers were first coated with 20% Matrigel (365234, BD), and the remaining steps were as described above. Migrated and invasive cells were counted in five random fields (200×).

Collagen contraction assays

Cells were suspended in acid-soluble collagen type I (Corning, USA) solution. The collagen/cell mixture was seeded into 24-well plates coated with bovine serum albumin, and the mixture was allowed to polymerize at 37°C for 30 min. Immediately after polymerization, 1 mL of culture medium was added to each plate. After 36 h, the collagen gels were imaged, and the contraction length of the gels was measured as the distance from the collagen gel edge to the edge of the culture plate. Mean values were calculated from four distances measured for each collagen gel.

Cell morphology

Cells were cultured to 60–90% confluence, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and stained with crystal violet. Cells were imaged under 200× magnification with an upright microscope (Nikon Ni-U).
Establishment of PT cell lines

PTPCs were continuously cultured in vitro for more than 50 passages. Cells maintaining normal morphology and rapid proliferation rate were considered established. The immortalization of breast PT cell lines was conducted by Applied Biological Materials Inc. (Canada). PTPCs were infected with Lenti-HPV-16 E6/E7 lentivirus (LV617, abm) or Lenti-SV40-T lentivirus (LV613, abm). After 24 h, the culture medium was replaced with fresh culture medium containing puromycin. Cells were cultured in vitro for more than 50 passages, and the expression of HPV-16 E6/E7 or SV40-T was detected. The cells that successfully expressed HPV-16 E6/E7 or SV40-T were considered established.

RNA extraction and quantitative real-time PCR

Total RNA was extracted with an RNA Quick Purification kit (RN001, ESscience). Reverse transcription was performed with HiScript®II Q RT SuperMix (R223-01, Vazyme). Quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) assays were performed with ChamQ SYBR® qPCR Master Mix (Q311-02, Vazyme). The primer sequences are displayed in Table S1.

Immunofluorescence assays

Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100. HPV-16 E7 (sc-6981, Santa Cruz Biotechnology) and α-SMA (MAB1420, R&D Systems) were stained with the corresponding antibodies at 1:50 dilution, then incubated with Alexa Fluor® 488 goat anti-mouse secondary antibody (ZF-0512, ZSGB-BIO) at 1:50 dilution. SV40-T (ab234426, Abcam) and FAP (ab28244, Abcam) were stained with the corresponding antibodies at 1:50 dilution, then incubated with Alexa Fluor® 594 goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (ZF-0516, ZSGB-BIO) at 1:50 dilution. Cells were imaged under 400× magnification with a confocal laser scanning microscope (Zeiss LSM 710).

STR identification

PT cell lines and parental PTPCs were digested with trypsin (12604021, Gibco) and collected in centrifuge tubes. STR identification was performed by Guangzhou IGE Biotechnology Co. Ltd. (Guangdong, China).

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed in GraphPad Prism 6 software (GraphPad Software Inc., USA). Statistical differences were evaluated with unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-test. The values are reported as mean ± SEM. Statistical significance was defined as *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01 or ***P < 0.001.

Results

Phyllodes tumor primary cells have similar biological characteristics to those of the corresponding tumors

To obtain PT cell lines, we first successfully isolated six PTPCs from PT tissues through collagenase III digestion according to a previous protocol [16], including two benign PTPCs (BPTPC1 and BPTPC2) and four malignant PTPCs (MPTPC1, MPTPC2, MPTPC3 and MPTPC4). BPTPC1 was derived from a 4 cm×2.5 cm×2 cm benign PT, and BPTPC2 was derived from a 3 cm×2 cm×2 cm benign PT. Both benign PT donors (BPT1 and BPT2) had no tumor recurrence after surgery. In contrast, malignant PTPCs were derived from larger and more aggressive malignant PTs. MPTPC1 was derived from a 20 cm×15 cm×7 cm malignant PT that progressed rapidly. The donor (patient MPT1) of MPTPC1 experienced recurrence and distant metastasis to abdominal wall 2 months after surgery. Although patient MPT1 received chemotherapy immediately after surgery, she died 5 months after surgery. MPTPC2 was derived from a 11.3 cm×8.7 cm×7.9 cm malignant PT. The donor (patient MPT2) experienced recurrence and distant metastasis to the lungs, abdominal wall and pancreas 4 months after surgery, and died within 6 months after surgery. MPTPC3 was derived from a 10 cm×10 cm×7.2 cm malignant PT. The donor (patient MPT3) experienced tumor recurrence twice, with a recurrence interval of only 1 month, and distant metastasis to the lungs 7 months after surgery. MPTPC4 was obtained from a 9 cm×8.2 cm×6.1 cm malignant PT. The corresponding donor (patient MPT4) experienced tumor recurrence twice, and the recurrence interval was 6 months (Table 1 and Figure 1A). Clinicopathological information of the PT tissues from donors showed that the two benign PTs displayed typical benign PT features, including well-defined tumor borders, inactive mitotic activity, low stromal atypia and good prognosis. In contrast, the four malignant PTs displayed typical malignant PT features, including a permissive tumor border, active mitotic activity, high stromal atypia and poor prognosis (Table 1).

Next, we tested the biological functions of these PTPCs. Proliferation assays indicated that malignant PTPCs proliferated significantly faster than benign PTPCs (Figure 1B). Colony formation assays demonstrated that all malignant PTPCs formed more and larger clones than benign PTPCs (Figure 1C). Migration and invasion assays revealed that malignant PTPCs migrated and invaded more cells than benign PTPCs within the same time period (Figure 1D). Moreover, our previous studies have indicated that myofibroblasts are the major malignant component of PTs, and the proportion of myofibroblasts increases with the malignant progression of PT [16]. Because myofibroblasts are known to markedly induce collagen gel contraction [30], we conducted collagen contraction assays to test whether these PTPCs had myofibroblast function. All malignant PTPCs contracted collagen gels to a much greater extent than benign PTPCs (Figure 1E). Together, these results indicated...
that the biological behaviors of PTs were similar to those of the parental PTs and could feasibly be used to establish PT cell lines.

Establishment of breast phyllodes tumor cell lines by gene transfection or continuous passage

Cell immortalization

To obtain PT cell lines to examine the pathological mechanism and potential therapeutic target of PTs viably, we routinely passaged the PTs in vitro. However, cultured BPTPC1, BPTPC2, MPTPC1 and MPTPC2 showed altered cell morphology, and cells grew slowly after 15 passages. A comparison of the cell morphology of PTs that were cultured to passages 3–5 (early PTs) and those cultured to passages 10–15 (later PTs) indicated that the biological behaviors of PTs were similar to those of PTs cultured to passages 3–5 (early PTs) and those cultured to passages 10–15 (later PTs). Furthermore, the transfected BPTPC1, BPTPC2, MPTPC1 and MPTPC2 underwent a phenotypic change from spindle-shaped cells to hypertrophic, polygonal and irregular forms (Figure 2B). Moreover, cell proliferation assays indicated that the late-passage BPTPC1, BPTPC2, MPTPC1 and MPTPC2 showed a lower proliferation rate than early-passage cells (Figure 2B). These results indicated that BPTPC1, BPTPC2, MPTPC1 and MPTPC2 could not be cultured to more than 15 passages and therefore could be defined as finite cell lines.

To successfully immortalize these finite cell lines, we transduced HPV-16 E6/E7 or SV40-T in paired transfected and non-transfected BPTPC1, BPTPC2, MPTPC1 and MPTPC2 PT cells by qRT-PCR and immunofluorescence assays. The transfected BPTPC1 and BPTPC2 cells expressed much higher levels of HPV-16 E6/E7 than the non-transfected cells (Figure 2D, E), and the transfected MPTPC1 and MPTPC2 cells expressed much higher levels of SV40-T than their controls (Figure 2D, E), thus suggesting that the viral immortalization genes were successfully transfected into BPTPC1, BPTPC2, MPTPC1 and MPTPC2. Furthermore, the transfected BPTPC1, BPTPC2, MPTPC1 and MPTPC2 cells were continuously cultured to more than 50 passages while maintaining their original spindle cell morphology (Figure 2A). After HPV-16 E6/E7 transfection, the doubling time of BPTPC1 and BPTPC2 changed from 96 hours to 72 hours. After SV40-T transfection, the doubling time of MPTPC1 and MPTPC2 changed from 72 hours to 48 hours. In cell proliferation assays, we also observed that the transfected BPTPC1, MPTPC1 and MPTPC2 proliferated more rapidly than parental early PTs (Figure 2B).

The BPTPC1 and BPTPC2 cells successfully expressing HPV-16 E6/E7 were considered benign PT continuous cell lines, and the MPTPC1 and MPTPC2 cells successfully expressing SV40-T were considered malignant PT continuous cell lines; these cell lines were denoted SYSH-BPT-01, SYSH-BPT-02, SYSH-MPT-01 and SYSH-MPT-02, respectively.

Continuous passage

Under stimulation by external physical, chemical and biological factors, cells can spontaneously gain immortalization; one example is human cervical cancer cell line HeLa [22]. Cells that can be cultured continuously to more than 50 passages and proliferate infinitely are called continuous cell lines. During the routine passage of PTs, we found that

Table 1 Clinical Information on the Breast Phyllodes Tumors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>BPT1</th>
<th>BPT2</th>
<th>MPT1</th>
<th>MPT2</th>
<th>MPT3</th>
<th>MPT4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor size (cm)</td>
<td>4×2.5×2</td>
<td>3×2×2</td>
<td>20×15×7</td>
<td>11.3×8.7×7.9</td>
<td>10×10×7.2</td>
<td>9×8.2×6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor bordera</td>
<td>Well defined</td>
<td>Well defined</td>
<td>Permeative</td>
<td>Permeative</td>
<td>Permeative</td>
<td>Permeative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitotic activity (per 10 HPF)b</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stromal cellularityc</td>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>Marked</td>
<td>Marked</td>
<td>Marked</td>
<td>Marked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stromal atypiad</td>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Marked</td>
<td>Marked</td>
<td>Marked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stromal overgrowthe</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recurrence</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metastasis</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MPTPC3 and MPTPC4 could be cultured to more than 50 passages in vitro with a rapid proliferation rate. We compared the cell morphology among early PTPCs, (later PTPCs) and PTPCs cultured to more than 50 passages (P50 PTPCs). The P50 PTPCs of both MPTPC3 and MPTPC4 maintained an elongated spindle shape similar to that of parental early and (later PTPCs) (Figure 2A). Proliferation assays indicated that MPTPC3 and MPTPC4 maintained rapid proliferation rates throughout continuous passage. No significant difference was found in the proliferation rates of early PTPCs, (later PTPCs) and P50 PTPCs (Figure 2B). Hence, we considered the P50 PTPCs of MPTPC3 and MPTPC4 to be malignant PT continuous cell lines, which were denoted SYSH-MPT-03 and SYSH-MPT-04, respectively.

Figure 1 Phyllodes tumor primary cells have similar biological characteristics to those of the corresponding tumors. A Schematic diagram of PT patients' prognosis. BPT1, BPT2, MPT1, MPT2, MPT3 and MPT4 are donors of BPTPC1, BPTPC2, MPTPC1, MPTPC2, MPTPC3 and MPTPC4, respectively. B CCK8 cell proliferation assay showed the proliferation rate of PTPCs. C (Left) Images of colony formation assay of PTPCs. (Right) Bar chart showed the clones number of each group. D (Left) Images of migration and invasion assay of PTPCs. Scale bar, 100 μm. (Right) Bar chart showed the number of migration or invasion cells under 200 × field of each group. E Images of collagen contraction assay of PTPCs. (Right) Bar chart showed the contraction length of each group. Data in (B – E) were shown as mean ± SEM, n=3. * displayed the significance between BPTPC1 and MPTPCs; ^ displayed the significance between BPTPC2 and MPTPCs. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001).
Figure 2 Establishment of breast phyllodes tumor cell lines by gene transfection or continuous passage. A The cell morphology of PT cells under light microscope. Scale bar, 100 μm. (Early PTPCs: PTPCs that were cultured to passages 3–5; Later PTPCs: PTPCs that were cultured to passages 10–15; Immortalized cells: BPTPC1, BPTPC2, MPTPC1 and MPTPC2 that were transfected with immortalization gene; P50 PTPCs: MPTPC3 and MPTPC4 that were cultured to more than 50 passages.) B CCK8 cell proliferation assay showed the proliferation rate of PT cells. The early PTPCs served as a control. C Graphical illustration of the continuous PT cell lines establishment through cell immortalization. D The expression level of HPV-16 E6/E7 or SV40-T mRNA was determined by qRT-PCR in PTPCs (control) and parental PT cell lines. RNA expression normalized to GAPDH. E Immunofluorescence assay showed the expression of HPV-16 E7 (Green) in BPTPC1, BPTPC2, SYSH-BPT-01, SYSH-BPT-02, and SV40-T (Red) in MPTPC1, MPTPC2, SYSH-MPT-01, SYSH-MPT-02. Scale bar, 20 μm. Data in (B, D) were shown as mean ± SEM, n = 3. (*, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001).
The established phyllodes tumor cell lines display biological functions consistent with those of parental primary cells

To investigate whether the functions of PT cell lines might be identical to those of the parental PTPCs, we conducted a series of functional assays. In proliferation assays, all malignant PT cell lines proliferated more rapidly than the two benign PT cell lines (Figure 3A). Furthermore, we compared the difference between PT cell lines and parental PTPCs, and found that the SYSH-BPT-01, SYSH-MPT-01 and SYSH-MPT-02 cells proliferated more rapidly than the parental early PTPCs, whereas SYSH-BPT-02, SYSH-MPT-03 and SYSH-MPT-04 did not (Figure 2B). In colony formation assays, SYSH-BPT-01, SYSH-BPT-02 formed...
only several small clones, whereas SYSH-MPT-01, SYSH-MPT-02, SYSH-MPT-03 and SYSH-MPT-04 formed more and larger clones, which were identical to those of parental early PTPCs (Figure 3B). Moreover, migration and invasion assays indicated that malignant PT cell lines showed greater migration and invasion ability than benign PT cell lines. Of note, all PT cell lines displayed similar migration and invasion ability to those of their parental early PTPCs (Figure 3C, D). Consistently, collagen contraction assays revealed that SYSH-BPT-01 and SYSH-BPT-02 scarcely contracted collagen gels, whereas SYSH-MPT-01, SYSH-MPT-02, SYSH-MPT-03 and SYSH-MPT-04 contracted collagen gels to a much greater extent similar to that of parental early PTPCs (Figure 3E).

These results indicated that the malignant PT cell lines appeared more aggressive than benign PT cell lines, with stronger proliferation, colony formation, migration, invasion and collagen contraction ability, in agreement with the results for early PTPCs. Furthermore, all PT cell lines had similar biological functions to those of their corresponding parental early PTPCs. Therefore, the established PT cell lines displayed similar behaviors to those of the parental PTPCs and therefore may be ideal for PT in vitro functional assays.

Established phyllodes tumor cell lines preserve the features of parental primary cells

To verify whether these PT cell lines preserved the features of PTs after undergoing continuous passage in vitro, we detected PT markers and performed STR identification. Our previous studies have indicated that α-SMA and FAP, hallmarks of myofibroblasts, progressively increased during the malignant progression of PTs [16]. Therefore, we detected their expression levels in paired PT cell lines and PTPCs through qRT-PCR. Breast fibroadenoma cells, used as a negative control, had low α-SMA and FAP expression, whereas the expression of α-SMA and FAP in malignant PT cell lines was significantly higher than that in benign PT cell lines. Each PT cell line had similar expression levels of α-SMA and FAP to those in parental PTPCs (Figure 4A). Moreover, the malignant PTPCs and corresponding cell lines had stronger α-SMA and FAP fluorescence signals than the benign PT cells in immunofluorescence assays (Figure 4B).

STR identification was used to verify that the cell lines had not been cross-contaminated or incorrectly identified. Newly established cell lines require STR identification for...
confirmation of their identity. We performed the STR identification on PT cell lines cultured to more than 50 passages and parental PTPCs. The copy numbers of the 21 STR loci in each PT cell line matched those of the parental PTPCs (Table S2), thus clearly indicating that all PT cell lines were identical to the corresponding parental PTPCs and were not cross-contaminated by other cells. Together, these findings suggested that the PT cell lines established herein were stable and preserved the genetic features of PTPCs throughout continuous passaging in vitro. Therefore, these cells may be suitable for research on PT pathological mechanisms in future studies.

Discussion

In this study, we established two benign PT and four malignant PT cell lines through continuous passage or cell immortalization. Furthermore, through a series of experiments, we verified that the cell lines were morphologically and functionally consistent with the parental PTPCs. STR identification also verified that the PT cell lines were identical to the parental PTPCs.

Breast PTs are typically large and fast-growing tumors. Patients with benign PTs can experience local recurrence, and recurrent PTs show progression toward malignant phenotypes [4–6]. Patients with malignant PTs may experience repeated recurrence, rapid metastasis and death due to a lack of effective treatment, thus placing patients under great psychological pressure [6, 8]. The treatments differ between benign PTs and malignant PTs. Whereas wide tumor resection is sufficient for benign PTs, malignant PTs require additional adjuvant therapy to decrease the high rate of recurrence and metastasis. However, current adjuvant radiotherapy and chemotherapy are overall ineffective against malignant PTs [3]. Of note, no effective targeted therapy against PTs is available, because of deficiencies in tools for PT research. Our prior studies on PTs have relied on fresh frozen tissues from patients with PTs and PTPCs. However, the source of PT tissue is limited by the low incidence of PTs. Moreover, even at low temperatures, nucleic acids and proteins in tissues may degrade over time. Furthermore, culturing PTPCs is difficult, because the in vitro culture conditions cannot easily meet the requirements of PTPCs. Repeated isolation of PTPCs is costly and time consuming, thus hindering research. Therefore, established PT cell lines are much needed.

Cell lines are routinely used to screen drugs, validate therapeutic targets and develop vaccines. Monoclonal antibodies to human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) are an effective treatment for breast cancer with high HER2 expression, on the basis of in vitro studies on cell lines [31]. Trastuzumab and pertuzumab are representative drugs used in clinical treatments. Moreover, HeLa, HEK-293 and Vero cell lines have been used to develop vaccines for rabies, poliovirus, measles virus, rubella virus and SARS-CoV-2 [32–35]. Cancer vaccines are designed to promote the immune system’s elimination of tumors, and cell lines could be used to validate the efficacy of cancer vaccines. Thus, to better study new therapeutic targets for malignant PTs, herein we selected representative benign and malignant PTs for establishing PT cell lines.

HPV-16 E6/E7 and SV40-T are common viral genes used for cell immortalization [21–23]. However, some cells may acquire immortalization ability spontaneously. For example, the oldest and widely used cell line, HeLa, can be passaged in vitro infinitely, owing to its telomerase activity [22, 36]. In this study, SYSH-BPT-01 and SYSH-BPT-02 were benign PT cell lines transfected with HPV-16 E6/E7; SYSH-MPT-01 and SYSH-MPT-02 were malignant PT cell lines transfected with SV40-T; and SYSH-MPT-03 and SYSH-MPT-04 were malignant PT cell lines with inherent immortalization. The PT cell lines established herein preserve the functions and features of their parental PTPCs, thus demonstrating their potential for use in PT in vitro functional assays. These cell lines may be highly important for screening potential drugs and vaccines against PTs. However, PT cell lines that could be used in animal models are lacking. Further work on establishing more PT cell lines is needed to accelerate the future study of PTs.

In conclusion, we established two benign PT cell lines and four malignant PT cell lines displaying biological functions and features consistent with those of the parental PTPCs. These PT cell lines may serve as promising tools for research on PTs, thus contributing to the development of effective therapeutic strategies for malignant PTs in the future.
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